PANORAMA DE PARIS: Designed by Raoul Dufy

SORROW: Designed by Georges Rouault

Creations of a French Dual Art Entente

DESIGNED by well known painters and woven by expert craftsmen, the four modern French tapestries portrayed here were shown along with other like works of these allied arts at a recent Arts Club exhibition. In the Graphic section of this issue appears a story concerning this interesting alliance of the arts.

PAPEETE: Designed by Henri Matisse

L'ORAGE: Designed by Jean Lurcat

COPIES OF THESE ILLUSTRATIONS, IN THE SIZES AND COLORS SHOWN AND FRAMED UNDER GLASS, CAN BE OBTAINED AT THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE PUBLIC SERVICE OFFICES. TRIBUNE TOWER AND 1 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET. PRICE: EACH, 40 CENTS. BY POSTPAID MAIL 50 CENTS. (DO NOT SEND COIN OR CURRENCY.)